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NAVIGATING DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS

Navigating Data Protection Regulations
In Workforce Development
In the face of ever more stringent data
protection regulations, organisations
have become increasingly concerned
about securing personal data held
within global learning systems.
HR departments, as custodians of
sensitive personal data, are only too
well aware of the need to secure core
HR systems.
There is a real risk that global HR
professionals may not be picking up the
nuances of data protection regulations
affecting learning and development
systems from country to country. These
privacy concerns are equally strong
among individuals, as was reflected in
the EU Court of Justice’s new ruling
about Google’s search results. Under this
ruling, ordinary people now enjoy the
“right to be forgotten” and can ask the
search engine to remove links to articles
in search results for their name.
At the other end of the spectrum,
near paranoia about securing personal
data and protecting against attacks has
driven some organisations to lock down
e-learning systems or withdraw access
to systems in certain countries, often
unnecessarily. It makes sense to centralise
delivery of workforce development
programmes and e-learning, but in an
international organisation this may
result in sharing and sending data across
borders. In Europe, organisations have
to be very sure of their ground before
allowing personal data outside of the
EU.

Location, location, location
HR depar tments with global
responsibilities must consider local
challenges in managing the learning
and development process. Often local
unions impose their own local rules
and regulations, too. In Germany,
for example, the council must be
consulted when the company decides
to implement any group-wide system
monitoring performance. It may well
be the case that nobody is allowed to see
students’ learning results if the company
has such an agreement with the workers’
council. Students can agree to have their
progress displayed anonymously or not
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at all – in that case student data must be
deleted.
In many European countries, workers’
councils or unions will expect to
participate in discussions that might
affect working hours if learners are
expected to study outside of work for
example.
The EU Data Protection Directive
(Directive 95/46/EC), which regulates
processing and movement of personal
data, has come to be interpreted
differently in just about every European
country. In 2014, organisations face
a major update to the legislation,
including possible fines of up to 5% of
turnover for data loss incidents. This
is worrying – according to the ‘2014
Information Security Breaches Survey’
by PWC and the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills, around
half of large organisations suffered a data
protection breach of some type in the
year to April 2014. This type of incident
is associated with large regulatory
fines and high costs associated with
investigation and resolution.
In the UK, the EU Data Protection
Directive was translated into law by the
Data Protection Act 1998. Employees,
and even disgruntled ex-employees,
have the right to see data an organisation
holds on them through a 'subject
access request'. The Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has
wide ranging powers of enforcement.
Compensation can be awarded if
firms fail to correct incorrect data,
or use data in a way that is considered
to cause damage, and the ICO can
demand ongoing supervision of how the
organisation is handling and securing
data. Managers and even employees run
the risk of committing a criminal offence
if personal data is handled wrongly.
If a US company or branch of a
group has been certified as having data
protection measures that qualify it
under Safe Harbor rules, then EU-based
organisations can safely transfer data
to that entity in the US. Beyond
Europe and the US, data protection
regimes vary enormously. China has a
legislative structure covering personal

data protection and processing, but
people are less concerned about privacy
issues. India on the other hand has some
property and privacy laws which may be
invoked to protect data.

Integrating data
Effective learning and development
environments are often integrated with
core HR systems. The latest thinking,
that e-learning works best if part of an
employee’s natural day-to-day work flow,
also means that e-learning is increasingly
linked with business processes. The
opportunity for uncontrolled importing
and exporting of personal data into and
out of the learning and development
(L&D) system has wide-ranging
implications that may go beyond data
protection law and overlap into payment
card data protection law such as the
PCI-DSS (payment card industry data
security standards), or into healthcare
data protection legislation such as the
HIPAA rules in the US.
The cloud-based (SaaS) model
is particularly useful for e-learning
delivery, enabling mobile e-learning
so that employees can learn anywhere
from any device at any time. However,
according to the Speexx Exchange
2013-14 Survey, less than a third of
respondents said mobile learning was
an active part of their strategy. Almost
a quarter (24%) cited corporate data
security issues as the biggest factor.
The use of mobile devices for learning
and development does complicate
the data protection compliance issue,
particularly when the employee is using
their own device too. If HR departments
are considering monitoring the use,
and even the location of the device, in
order to lock down data protection
compliance, that same monitoring
activity could produce its own privacy
challenges. Basic questions such as
how will employees’ personal data be
removed from all relevant devices and
central stores if they leave, and whether
workers will need a separate login for the
mobile LMS, must be answered.
There is a real danger that
international groups that could most
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benefit from global access to continually
available and up to date software will
take a step back into the past and fail to
reap the benefits of cloud-based software
as a service.

Tap into best practice
The good news is that, although the
rules and regulations are evolving all the
time, cloud-based global learning and
development solution providers are in a
maturing market and there are solutions
to the challenges.
Data protection is not new. Tap into
best practice in your sector – if you are
an international retailer, for example,
check out how other similar operations
have handled the global challenges.
E-learning solutions providers are
successfully providing global solutions
and established suppliers, especially
those in countries with the strictest
approach to data protection compliance,
will already have encountered just about
every data protection challenge. It is vital
to source appropriate advice to navigate
through data protection compliance, in

order to deliver the most effective global
L&D solution.

Recommend best practice
tips:
1.	
Assume all learning and
development data is personal data
and document where it is held and
how it is processed.
2.	Multinational organisations
with HR data centralised in one
company but headquartered in
another perhaps for tax or legal
reasons will have to address where
their home authority is in data
protection terms.
3.	
A ppoint a designated data
protection controller. The new
draft EC regulations call for a data
protection officer to be appointed
by law in any public body or any
business with over 250 people.
4.	
Subject access requests, where
people can ask to see data held
on them look likely to get easier

and cheaper so make sure the
organisation is ready to handle
these efficiently.
5.	
Consent is important in data
protection law. Consider how you
will be able to show that consent
was obtained to storing personal
data in the course of learning and
development, possibly through
including this in the initial
contract of employment.
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We understand you.
Whichever language
you speak.
rich mix of cultures and languages combine
to provide an outstanding primary through
IB Diploma education for each child. With
educational excellence as our driving
force, we integrate your mother tongue
and other languages into the curriculum
from a young age, nurturing the global
competencies critical for success at
universities worldwide.
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